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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in April

AI powered financial services

Stockmarket sports cards

Online Platform for selling
used cars

Browser-based modelling tool

Fair, fast and simple financing at the PoS

April Deal
Statistics

Marketplace for shared screen
time with popular TikTok celebrities

Develops machine learning
applications for companies

Pin Duo Duo for Brazil.

Total Deals Announced

130

Follow-On Investments

70

Initial Investments

60

B2B

70

B2C

60

Possible Candidates

13

Added to our Watch list

8

Rounds over $100M

27
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Plentina- 79/100
Philipino fintech for universal access to financial services.

Round Size

$2.2 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Andrew Vigneault, DV Collective, Unpopular Ventures

Location

Belmont, California, USA

Total Raised

$2.8 Million

It isn’t just Nubank. There are fast growing fintechs in emerging markets. A small percentage of the
population of emerging markets have access to financial products we take for granted in the US, and
loans are often at 100% interest for home appliances and other durable goods that can promote health
or help lift the other 90% out of the poverty cycle.
Financial services are very sticky. Although there are often network effects with such companies, the crux
of the argument for Blitzscaling these companies arises from the land grab argument. It isn’t a perfect
land grab, in that the lock-in is in no-way contractual. But look at the rise of Ant financial and you can see
why we take such companies seriously.
Plentina allows users to apply for loans from their mobile phones, and has done a distribution deal with
7/11 so that customers who are short a few bucks at the register can sign up and get what they need.
They did a $2.8M seed round, which means this is early.
They get a 9 for winner take most. We love the land grab here, but can’t justify a perfect score without a
more tangible lock-in. Distribution through 7/11 is smart, we expect strong word-of-mouth viral growth,
and garners a 9/10 as well. The Philippine market is very large, but is not limitless unless they can move
to other regions. So a 9/10 there as well. As a seed deal, we can’t go higher than a 7/10 for product
market fit, but that is just a guess and could well be better than that once we learn more. The other
metrics are 10s all the way, which adds to 79, just shy of our 80 mark. But we will be trying to learn more
to see if there are reasons to raise any of our raw scores in the coming months.
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Atrato - 80/100

Atrato uses advanced technology to underwrite super fast and affordable loans
at the point of sale

Round Size

$2.7 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Accel

Location

Mexico City, Distrito Federal, Mexico

Total Raised

$2.7 million

Speaking of loans at the point of sale, Atrato has closed a seed round that includes Accel doing just that
for online purchases. Most Mexicans have no credit cards, and need shopping cart loan products to for ecommerce. For similar reasons to Plentina we assign a 9 to winner-take-most, but only an 8 for viral
growth as the word-of-mouth for an online product feels less likely. Online requires social media, which
could work here but we would need to see it first.
We have given full credit for market size (Mexico is much bigger than the Philippines), gross margin, and
both scalability metrics.
While the company has great prospects, the gun has sounded; the race is afoot in Mexico with many wellfunded fintech innovators, and a $2.7M seed round doesn’t let them turn on the marketing jets just yet.
So we do worry the market opportunity could diminish prior to their getting enough capital to become a
player.
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Spinny- 80/100
India-based used car marketplace enabling trustworthy and hassle-free
transactions.

Round Size
Investment Series
Noted Investors
Location
Total Raised

$65 Million
Series C
General Catalyst
Gurgaon, Haryana, India
$126 Million

Want to buy a used car in India? Spinny has a large searchable database of cars for sale, and if you find
the one you want, handles the money and the paperwork for you, and even delivers the car. If you are
thinking that is a margin diminishing logistics nightmare, we agree. But it is a 2-sided market with high
transaction value and network trust needed, so they get full credit for product market fit. For distribution,
these are infrequent transactions so it takes substantial brand and search marketing dollars to acquire
customers. Scalable, but only an 8/10 there and that could be generous we would have to see the CAC to
know. With a $65M in fresh cash they can certainly get the word out.
We like the product market fit (9/10) as this is a series C and they have raised $126M, which buys you a lot
of product cycles. The market is enormous, but gross margins and scalability are a concern as ensuring
cars are in good shape and then transporting them is an expensive differentiator.
As with Amazon, creating a valuable marketplace with substantial logistical challenges is harder to scale,
but that also means it is harder to copy. So while it can be costly and add friction to growth, it does
increase the barrier to entry and hence increases market dominance.
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Streamlit- 83/100
Streamlit is an open-source app framework for quickly and simply creating
and deploying data science applications.

Round Size

$35 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Sequoia Capital

Location

San Francisco, California, United States

Total Raised

$62 Million

To understand how Streamlit can be a Blitzscaler you need to think of it as Youtube for software. The
platform allows extremely simple creation of apps to bring data to life, and then hosts them. You can
create nice visual representations of any data set you like, and it becomes instantly shareable. The
challenge is, we can't envision he majority of humanity binge-watching Streamlit apps. So, it may be more
like Google Maps, still a valuable business, but the use case (maps on websites) is more utilitarian.
For scoring, we see it as an 8/10 for winner take most. The network effect isn't so strong that other
siimilar sites couldn't gain traction. Distribution, on the other hand, could be viral, with ready sharing of
cool trending apps. We gave a generous 9 on product market fit. A high score for a company so young.
But the traction is impressive and users seem to love it. Market size is a 9. Again, this isn't youtube!
Gross margins and scalability are strong here, except we did score ops scalability an 8 as we feel the
back-end here is probably quite complex.
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Causal- 84/100
Causal is a tool for performing calculations, visualising data, and
communicating with numbers

Round Size
Investment Series
Noted Investors
Location
Total Raised

$4.2 Million
Seed
Accel
London, England, United Kingdom
$8.4 Million

www.causal.app is the site. Causal is actually quite similar to Streamlit. Every created a very large model
in excel? Did you get confused by complex syntax, cell references, and tab overload? Causal has solved
this in a really elegant way. You recall how Canva exploded with a superior online tool for publishing (I am
using it as I write this...)??? Well, Causal aspires to do that for modeling. It is what Google sheets should
have been.
Winner-take-most scores an 8. This can become a platform, and there are network effects that kick in
when others default to it. Also, models are complex, so once you choose a tool you are going to stick with
it. What gets us excited is the virality of the product. This is a collaborative tool, and it could spread like
wildfire. So distribution scores a solid 10. But it only spreads like wildfire with amazing product market fit.
We give it an 8 - nobody has shared a Causal model with me yet, and this is a seed stage investment.
The remaining metrics are all perfect 10/10 scores. In the end, this could be Canva redux, and that would
be a great company to own a piece of.
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StarStock- 85/100
StarStock is a marketplace for sports fans and card hobbyists to buy, sell,
and invest in their favorite athletes.

Round Size

$8 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz

Location

Mamaroneck, New York, United States

Total Raised

$9.3 Million

None of us do this, but trading cards are big business, and getting bigger. A Patrick Mahomes rookie card
just sold for over $4M, which is why Starstock is a company to take seriously. They have created a
marketplace for buying, selling, and investing in sports trading cards. The difference here is that they
provide custody - they keep the cards centrally and safely stored. So trading becomes more like a stock
market, where someone else holds the actual certificate for you and transactions take place in a ledger.
This way, a card could change hands 100s of times a day.
We feel this is a winner-take-most market just as a stock market is. Sellers will always choose the market
with the most buyers, and buyers will always choose the market with the most sellers. 10/10
10/10 again for distribution. Buyers are sellers and sellers are buyers so this will spread quickly within
the card trading community. But this is a seed deal, so we can't be sure of product market fit yet. And
while it is a big market, it is a niche within e-commerce. Even should they expand to all collectibles, the
market is not main stream enough to garner a 10/10. But it is a solid 9. Gross margins are also imperfect,
becuase it costs money to physically handle and store the cards. That fact also lowers the scalability
score.
Nonetheless, with 10/10 for the two key blitzscalabilty metrics we have an 84 score which is excellent!
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Pearpop- 89/100
Pearpop the marketplace for social collaborations between the teeming
hordes of musicians, craftspeople, chefs, clowns, diarists.

Round Size

$10 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Seven Seven Six, Bessemer Venture Partners

Location

Los Angeles, California, United States

Total Raised

$16 Million

Pearpop helps influencers grow followers through collaboration. Instead of relying on social spreading of
viral videos, influencers can turbo-charge their user count by producing content jointly with other
influencers. Genius
Winner-take-most is a 10. This is a classic 2-sided marketplace. Distribution is a 10. The virality here is
clearly strong. Market size - we are not sure. Feels like an 8. The influencer market is important, but how
much of it can Pearpop really garner? And it is so early that we gave it a 7 for product market fit, but that
could be low.
All the remaining metrics are 10s, as this is a highly scalable model with no friction at all. So there is a high
Blitzscaling score here from what we can tell without talking to the company, but is it a great investment?
We would want to know more about market size and product market fit before we jumped on board.
-
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Facily- 92/100
Group buying of staples.

Round Size

$41 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Founders Fund Monashees, AB Inbev

Location

Marina Del Rey, California, USA

Total Raised

$24 Million

Brazil has a large under-class spread throughout the country, and the logistics of getting groceries to
everyone is a complex series of distributors, sometimes marking up items 4 times before purchase by
consumers. The same situation was true in China, and Pin Duo Duo changed the game there with a group
buying model that removed a ton of cost from the channel, and created enormous savings for consumers.
Faci.ly is Pinduoduo for Brazil, and wow are they growing fast. The secret is that consumers pool their
purchasing power for things like bananas, and then go pick them up at a central facility instead of buying
them at a nearby store. Faci.ly distributes directly from producers to these facilities with independent
truckers. Prices are far lower, and customers come back over and over.
Winner-take-most is a 10 - as you need the best selection and lowest prices in this model and Pinduoduo
is proven unassailable in China now, boasting a market cap well above $100B. Distribution - this is an
extraordinarily viral product that addresses a top-of-wallet item. Org and ops scalability take a hit as this
is a complex business to run. And gross margins are narrower than software. But the market is enormous
and they are growing insanely fast. We are very enthusastic about Family - and they score a well-deserved
92.
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